Snoopy Dog Coat
Please note: Please read all instructions carefully before constructing. Pattern
instructions are for extra small. No seam allowance is included in pattern. Add
seam allowance (Suggested is 1/2'') after you have enlarged pattern to desired
size. Adjust Strap length as necessary to fit your dog.
Supplies:
1/2 yard Easter Snoopy Patchwork fabric
1/2 yard fleece
2 yards dark purple piping
3'' hook and loop tape (3/4'')
Cutting:
1. From Snoopy Patchwork fabric, cut two each of the coats, collars and straps,
from pattern pieces.
2. Cut one each from fleece.
3. Cut hook and loop tape into 1-1/2'' lengths.
Instructions:
1. Place Collar on Fleece WRONG sides together. Baste around edges.
2. Position piping on outer Collar edge, clipping curves.
3. Place Collar Lining on Collar RIGHT sides together. Stitch, clip and turn.
Press.
4. Baste lower edge of all three layers together.
5. Place Strap on fleece WRONG sides together. Baste piping to long side and
curved end, clipping around curve.
6. Place Strap Lining on Strap RIGHT sides together. Stitch long sides and
curved end only. Leave open on straight end. Trim, clip and turn. Press.
7. Place Coat on fleece WRONG sides together. Baste.
8. Position Collar on Coat, between marks at neck edge, RIGHT sides together.
Stitch in place.
9. Add piping all around Coat, starting and stopping at center of neck.
10. Place Strap Between marks on side of Coat, raw edges even, RIGHT sides
together. Stitch in place.
11. Position Coat Lining on Coat RIGHT sides together. Stitch all the way around
leaving an opening to turn. Trim, clip and turn. Slipstitch opening closed.
12. Place hook side of hook and loop tape on RIGHT side of Coat, opposite
Strap. Stitch in place. Stitch corresponding piece of loop tape of end of
Strap on lining side.
13. Repeat at neck front.
Tip:
For medium to x-large coats quilt around motifs to prevent layers from shifting.
Enlarge pattern pieces accordingly, based on suggestions below:
X-Small (Chihuahua)
Small (Jack Russell Terrier) enlarge pattern 150%
Medium (Springer Spaniel) enlarge pattern 200%
Large (Labrador) enlarge pattern 250%
X-Large (Newfoundland) enlarge pattern 300%

Due to seasonal nature of project, supplies are available for a limited time
only. Please read all instructions prior to beginning; read and follow all
manufacturers’ instructions for all tools and materials used. Provide adult
supervision if children participate in this and all craft projects. Because Jo-Ann
Stores, Inc. has no control over the use of materials and tools, nor surroundings,
during construction of projects, Jo-Ann Stores, Inc. disclaims any liability for injury, damage or other untoward results.
Content of this project sheet is presented in good faith, but no warranty is given, nor results guaranteed.
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Braided Easter Basket
Supplies:
1 yard Easter Snoopy Patchwork fabric
3/4 yard Quilters Only
Imperial Purple fabric
3/4 yard Quilter's Only fabric
Pale Iris fabric
2-3 potted plants
Instructions:
1. Tear several 3'' strips from the three fabrics.
2. Start with 2 print strips and one purple strip, staggered in length. Knot
ends and braid together. As each strip ends add on another, alternating
purple and lavender.
3. Continue braiding until you have approximately 8 yards of braid. End
braid with a 30'' section of purple and lavender.
4. Start basket bottom by measuring 6'' of braid. Lay flat on table. Gently
bend braid around and around counter clockwise, keeping it flat, until
you have a 6'' by 12'' oval. Be careful not to stretch braid.
5. Pin together. Do not cut off remainder of braid. It will continue up for
the sides later.
6. Set a wide-width, medium-length zig-zag stitch on your sewing
machine. Starting at center, stitch braids together by catching the
edge of a braid on each side of zig-zag stitch. Continue around until
you have finished connecting the base.
7. To start the braid up for the sides place the braid tail on the base,
RIGHT sides together. This time your zig-zag stitch should catch both
braids together on the left and come down just beyond them on the
right. Again, be careful not to stretch the braid.
8. Continue around and around until you have built up the sides of the
basket. You should finish with a solid braid of purple all the way around
the top.
9. Knot off end of braid. Turn basket RIGHT side out. Tuck end of braid
down on inside of basket.
Tip:
You may wish to insert a piece of cardboard the same size as the base into
basket. Place 2-3 small potted plants in basket and use as centerpiece on
table.
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